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I. INTRODUCTION 
Lanthanum m#lenld# La^ S#^  has been known to be a 
superconductor with a transition temperature of 7 - 8.6 
It has bcc-ThgP^  structure type^ '®"® which extends in a 
solid solution system to La^ Se^  with a little change in 
lattice parameter. It undergoes a structural phase 
transformation at 65 K from a cubic to a tetragonally 
distorted unit cell.^ ""'*®'^ ® Superconducting 
lAich has the sam crystal structure and totdergoes the same 
structural phase transformation ,3-5,9,10# 12-14 been 
extensively studied by several investigators. The phase 
transformations in La^ Se^  and LaS^  alloys (1.333 1 x i 1.362) 
have been found in the measurements of (1) the lattice 
parameters(2) the electrical resistivity,(3) the 
magnetic susceptibility,and (4) the elastic stiffness 
constants^ as a function of temperature. 
In bcc-ThgP^  structure type of LaX^  (%" S or Se, 1.333 1 
X 1 1.500) system, there are four molecules per unit cell. 
The X atoms occu^  the 16(c) positions and the La atoms and 
vacancies randomly occupy the 12(a) positions the space 
group I43d in the International Table. The La atom or 
vacancy is surrounded by eight X atcnss forming a distorted 
eight-vertex polyhedron. The X ate» is surrounded by six La 
atoms or vacancies forming a distorted octahedron. In La^ X^  
2 
alloy, La atoms (also X atoms) zigzag alternately up and down 
forming infinite chains along some certain directions. In 
La^ X^  (s • 1.333) alloy, there are no vacancies in the 
structure. As x is varied continuously from 1.333 to 1.500, 
the concentration of vacancies (N^ ) changes. The 
concentration of conduction electrons (N^ ) likewise varies. 
When X • 1.5, " 0 and the alloy LaX^  g is an insulator or a 
semiconductor. When x < 1*5, the LaOy alloy has some 
conduction electrons and eventually, with decreasiinr wy 
becomes metallic. The constancy of structure with changes in 
electron and vacancy concentrations makes the LaX^  systems 
interesting for investigating the dependences of some physical 
properties, in particular superconductivity and structural 
#%ase transformation, on material parameters. 
Recently, the works by Ikeda et have shown that 
the optimum superconducting properties in LaB^  alloys exist 
for the composition, x^ , at which the structural phase 
transition is just suppressed. The Xg has been determined to 
be 1.362. With 1.362 i x i 1.500, the bee structure is stable 
at low temperatures do*m to 0 K. The supercmductlng 
transition temperature and the upper critical magnetic field 
at 0 K (Hg^ (O)) increase with decreasing x. For 1.333 < x < 
1.362, the tetragonal phase becomes stable below T^ . As x 
decreases to 1.333, increases, T^  remains almost constant 
and Hg^ (O) decreases. The results of the heat capacity and 
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electrical resistivity measurements for LaS^  alloys taken from 
Refs. 15 and 16 are given in Pig. 1. The dashed lines are the 
expected values if the cubic phase did not transform to the 
tetragonal phase. Thus, it suggests that the cubic phase if 
stabilised should have higher values of T^ , y, Hgg(O) and p^ . 
The rapid rise in T^  with pressure^ '' in ta^ S^  and La^ Se^  also 
suggests that the metastable bcc phase existing under pressure 
has a higher value. Previous works by several 
investigators have also shown that a high T^  alloy or a 
non-superconducting alloy Which is predicted to have a high T^  
often distorts to a lower symmetry structure with 
temperature.. The values of and y are induced or 
enhanced if such phase transformation did not 
occur.,25-37 The high temperature phase can b# 
preserved by different preparation methods,alloying with 
a third element,^ * or applying pressures. 
The mechanism (mechanisms) of the structural ^ se 
transformaticm in LaX^  system is (are) unknown. The band 
Jahn-Teller model has been employed by Hesterholt 
to explain this ^ se transformation based on the magnetic 
field dependence of the structural phase transformation 
temperature^  ^ami the correlation of the density of states 
28 (N(Sp)) and the tetragonal distortion parameter (c/a). 
Hence, conduction electrons may play a role to drive the 
transformation within this model. Ford et ai.^ * based on the 
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Figure 1. Sumary of the results of the heat capacity and 
electrical resistivity masureaents for the LaS 
(1.333 < X 1 1.500) alloys talien from Ref. 16. The 
dashed lines are the expected values if the alloys 
remained cubic at low temperatures 
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SBMill tetragon#! distortion (maximum a/c is 1.016 in La^ S^ > 
from the bcc-Th^ P^  type and no change in the number of formula 
unite per vmit cell has suggested that the transition is 
elastic in nature. Detailed phonon dispersion curves are 
needed to confirm this latter model. 
In this paper* the studies are emphasized on (1) the 
compositional (or and N^ ) dependences of and 
in the LaSe^  solid solution system, (2) the alloying effects 
on Tg, and of the pseudobinary sulfide system by 
substitution of up to six percent Mg, Ca# H, Ce or Th metals 
for La# (3) the effect of Se/S ratios on and in 
the La(S^ .y8ey)y solid solution system# and (4) the influence 
of the lattice instability on supercoruluctivity in '*La^ X^ '* (X 
• S or Se). The experiments mainly include dc-electrical 
resistivity measurements# low temperature heat capacity 
measurements in magnetic fields# mnA low magnetic field low 
frequency a. c. magnetic susceptibility measurements. In 
addition to these experiments a great deal of care has been 
taken in (1) the preparation of La^ X^  base alloys to insure 
that the alloys are homogeneous ami well-characteri%ed; and 
(2) the calibration of the germanium resistance thermaseter 
(CRT)# W%ich is used in the heat capacity measurements in 
magnetic fields. 
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II. BACKGROUND THEORY 
A. Blcctrical Resistivity 
There are excellent text hooks^ '^^  ^for the subjects of 
the electrical resistivity# heat capacity and 
superconductivity of the metals and alloys. Here* only a 
brief review of the theory is given. 
For a conductor of uniform cross-sectional area A and 
length it in which a current I flows, a voltage V between its 
ends will be developed aiul is given by the relation 
V - I p i l / A « I R  ( 2 - 1 )  
Wiere p « R A / A is the electrical resistivity %*ich is 
characteristic of that particular conductor and R is the 
electrical resistance. Eq. (2-1) is an expression of Ohm's 
Law. The measured resistivity p(T) can be separated into two 
29 parts, commonly known as Matthiessen's rule, which is 
written as 
p(T> » py + Pj<T) (2-2) 
Wiere p^  is the residual resistivity determined at the 
absolute zero temperature, Pj^ (T) is the intrinsic or ideal 
resistivity and T is the temperature. The (pwmtity p^  arises 
from the scattering of conduction electrons by impurities, 
defects or strains in the metal lattice. The quantity p^ (T) 
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Is cauatd by the interaction of the conduction electrons with 
the thermal vibrations of the ions of the lattice, normally 
knowna as phonons. For a magnetic metal, there is another 
contribution, called , to the electrical resistivity for 
the temperature below the magnetic transition temperature. 
The measured resistivity is then written as 
p<Tî " p + Pj<T) 4 p^ <T) (2-3) 
The p.(T) is due to scattering from the disordered spin 
arrangements. 
To a fair approximation at least, the term is 
independent of the temperature and the p^ (T) term is linear in 
temperature for most metals above 6^  is a temperature 
characteristic of the metals' lattice resistivity in the same 
way as the Debye temperature (0^ ) is a characteristic of a 
solids' lattice specific heat. 6^  value is close to that of 
the 6^ . At low temperatures, i.e. below the 
roughly varies as t' in many metals and as T* in several 
others. The p^ (T) term is of the form 
P.(T) • b T* (2-4a) 
m 
or 
P^ (T) » b T* exp(-ô/kT) (g-tb) 
where b is a constant, k is the Boltzmann constant and A is an 
energy gap representing the minimum energy to excite a spin 
8 
wave. The exponential tern is included in Eq. i2-4b) to take 
into account of the magnetic anisotropy in some metals. 
In this study, the selenides and sulfides are 
non-magnetic so that there is no term in the measured 
resistivity values. Since we are interested in the 
crystallographic phase transformations in the selenides and 
sulfides* the resistivity measurements have been made to see 
such phase changes upon cooling. For a change to a different 
crystal structure, the electron-phonon interaction is modified 
aiMl this results in a different proportionality constant in 
the p^ (T> term. This is revealed in a change of the slope in 
the measured p(T) vs. T plot. 
B. Heat Capacity and Superconductivity 
For a non-magnetic conductor* the observed heat capacity 
is of the form 
C'C. t i2-s. 
«rtiere and are the electronic and lattice heat 
capacities respectively. The term varies linearly with 
temperature as given by 
' y T (2-6) 
i*ere y is called the electrcmic heat capacity constant. In 
the free electrcm model* the y is related to the density of 
9 
states at the Ferai energy at 0 K (N(0)) and the relationship 
is given as 
y m 2 w' k' N(0) / 3 (2-7) 
&Aere k is the Boltsaann constant. Note that the electronic 
term measures merely an averaged density of states at the 
Fermi surface. The electron-phonon interaction will enhance y 
by a factor of il*x) lAiere A is called the electron-phonon 
coupling paraMter. Now y is related to N(0) as 
Y • 2 It* N(0) (14-X) / 3 (2-8) 
In dilute alloys, especially of elements which have 
similar electronegativities and atomic radii, the metal added 
goes into solid solution with no change of the crystal 
structure. The rigid-band model assîmes that the band 
structure remains unchanged and only the number of available 
electrons or the Fermi energy is altered. For alloying a 
metal with a higher valent metal, the extra electrons fill the 
band to a higher energy level. While lower valent metal added 
will decrease the Fermi energy. The observed variation of the 
y value may then be attributed to the variation in N(0). 
At low temperatures for which T 1 6^ /50, the lattice 
cmtribution to the heat capacity 1" terms of the 
Oebye model can be expressed as 
10 
• 1.944 X 10* t' / 0jj' (2-9) 
Wh«r« is th# D#bye tempermture which is chsractsristic of 
th# phonon 8p#ctrui and th# units of ar# in mJ/g-atom K. 
From Eqs. (2-5)# (2-6) and (2-9), a plot of C/T against 
should th#r#for# h# a straight lin#. Th# #%pr#ssion for 
C/T is givsn as 
C/T " Y + p T' (2-10) 
Th# int#rc#pt at 0 K giv#s y valu# whil# th# slop# of th# lin# 
giv#s $ valu# from which 6^  can b# calculat#d. 
Th# ahov# discussion appli#s to th# normal conductors. 
Nh#n a m#tal h#com#s sup#rconducting at t#mp#ratur#s b#low T^ , 
th# lattic# h#at capacity is assum#d unchang#d sine# no 
structural chang#s ar# involv#d but th# #l#ctr<mic heat 
capacity is alt#r#d. Th# #l#ctronic h#at capacity in th# 
superconducting stat# (C^ ,) can he determined from the 
relaticm 
Ces • Cs - C„ • Y T (2-11) 
where s and n indicate the superconducting and normal states 
respectively. Experimentally, it has been found that C^  ^
varies as 
Ces/t^ Tç) • a exp(-b T^ / T) (2-12) 
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The exponential variation of the heat capacity indicates the 
existence of an energy, 2L, separating the normal and 
superconducting electrons. 
The BCS theory predicts that 
Ces/yPc " Tg / T) for 2.5 < T^ /T < 6 
• 26 exp("1.62 T^  / T) for 7 < T^ /T < 12 
<2-13) 
and the energy gap, 28, is related to T^  by means of the 
relation 
2A " 3.52 k Tg (2-14) 
Another prediction of the BC8 theory Is that the jump In heat 
capacity at (AC(Tg)) Is given as 
ACCTç) • C,(Tç) - C^ CTç) 
-
• 1.43 V Tg (2-15) 
where s and n denote superconducting and normal states 
respectively. 
The thermodynamic functions derived from the beat 
capacity results are given below. The entropy at any 
temperature T may be uniquely expressed as 
12 
S^ (T) - /J Cj(T)/T dT (2-16) 
wher# i It s or n for luperconductirm or norwil state 
respectively. At T • • 8^ . i.e. the entronr values are 
equal for both states. The Gibbs free energy at any 
temperature can be expressed as 
Gj(T) • 0^  • tP V)j - /J S^ (Tï dT (2-17) 
where i is s or n, U is the internal energy and PV is the 
product of the pressure and volume. 
In a magnetic field H, the Gibbs free energy in the 
superconducting state (G^ (T*H)) is given as 
Gg(T,H) • G,(T) - 1/2 M H 12-10) 
where G^ (T) denotes the superconducting Gibbs free energy in 
zero field and M is the induced mcment given as 
H » - H V / (4 #) (2-19) 
where V is the volume. On the equilibrium curve, i.e. H » 
the free energies of both states must be equal and so 
G„(T,Hç) • G,{T,Hç) 
• Gg(T) - 1/2 M Hç(T) 
» C.(T) • H^ (^T) V / (8 «) (2-20a) 9 w 
or 
13 
Cn(T,Hc) - Gg(T) - V / (8 «) <2-20b) 
wher# H^ CT) is called the critical thermodynamic field. 
From Eq. (2-17) and with the assumption that the first two 
terms have same values in the normal and superconducting 
states, Eq. (2-20b> becomes 
- Cg(T) • - /J dT + /J S^ tT) dT 
T_ 
- /y®C 8^ (T,Hç) - 8,(T) 3 dT 
• V / (8 w) (2-200 
The values of the H^ (T) are related to the T empirically as 
H^ (T) • C 1 - (T / T^ )* ] (2-21) CO c 
where is the H^ (T) value at 0 K. 
The BC8 theory explains the behavior of type I 
superconductors quite well and the above thermodynamic 
relaticms are obeyed. For a type II superconductor « the 
superccmductivity is destroyed at a mich higher field, called 
Hgg(T). The Hg,(T) is related to the H^ (T) in the theory 
proposed by Malci.^  ^ He introduced the parameters x^ and k 
defined as 
Hç(T)) (2-22) 
2 
(dM/dH)jj,jj • I / (4 w (2 - 1)) (2-23) 
and 
14 
K « K^ (Tg) " K^ (Tg) (2-24) 
Vher# is the slope of the Mgnetixetion curve at 
HC2<T )^ and 0^  is equal to 1.16 for a triangular lattice lAich 
is more stable than the square lattice near According to 
Goodman,dM/dH at Hgg(Ty) can be obtained from the relation 
t 
2 
ûC<H) / tV Tj,) • (dM / dH)^  ^ x (dH^ , / dT)^  ^
(2-25) 
i&ere AC(H) is the jump in heat capacity in field H and is 
the superconducting temperature in that field. From Eqs. 
(2-23) and (2-25), the values of *^ (7) can be calculated. 
According to Kim et ai.^  ^the upper critical field in 
Tesla at 0 K for type II superconductors can be calculated ïxf 
using 
Hg^(O) • 3.11 Py Tg / V (2-26) 
«Aere is the normal state residual resistivity in Wm-cm, y 
and V are in cgs units. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
A. Sample Preparation 
The metal# uaed in this study» La, Th, Y, Ce, Mg and Ca, 
were purified at the Ames Laboratory. The La metal was 
purified to " 99.8 %. The analyses are shown in Table 1 for 
all the impurity elements in La metal. The sulfur was in 
powder form and the selenium was in pellet form about 2 mm in 
diameter. They were 99.999 % pure obtained from the American 
Smelting and Refining Company. The La, Th, Y, and Ce metals 
were electropolished before use. For additions of up to six 
percent Th* Y, or Ce metals into La metal, the two metal# were 
co-melted in an arc-melting furnace under an atmoephere of 
purified argon ueing a non-con#umable fi electrode. The 
button# were inverted at leaet #ix time# to en#ure 
homogeneity. For an addition of three percent Mg or Ca to La, 
the two metal# were sealed in a tantalum crucible which was 
then heat«t to above the La melting temperature in an 
induction furnace. 
The La or La-M alloy was either rolled into a thin #trip 
with a roller or cut into thin strip# with a diamond #aw. The 
metal strip# were then combined with either S or Se in 
stoichiometric ratio and were sealed in double «piartz tube# 
under some He gas. The constituent# were reacted in the 
furnace at about 600-650 C until all the S or Se had reacted. 
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Table 1. Analyses of the La metal in atomic ppm (weight ppm 
in parentheses) 
Element* La metal Element La metal 
H 1237 (9) A1 5 
0 573(66) Nb 10 
N 89 (9) Si < 3 
C 139(12) Cr 2 
F 102(14) Y 24 
Fe 10 (4) Ce 10 
CI 4 Pr 1 
Cs 20 Md 2 
Ea 3 Gd 19 
Ox 7 Tb 1 
All metallic impurity elements except Fe were determined 
by mass spectrometry (those not listed were present in 
quantities less than 1 ppm)i H, 0 and H by vacuum fusion 
method# C by combustion-chromatography method# Fe by atomic 
absorption method; and F by the formation distillation and 
spectrophotometric determination of fluosilieic acid method. 
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The inner tube wall would look clean at this time. Then» the 
furnace temperature was raised to about 910 C «^ ich was 
slightly below the melting point of La metal, 920 C. If the 
temperature was raised above 920 C there was danger of the 
reaction of liquid La metal with the quartz tube. The 
reaction at 910 C took several days and was checked for 
completion by leaving one end of the tube outside the furnace* 
For a complete reaction, no S or Se vapor condensed at the 
cold end of the tube. After chemical reactions were 
completed, the reaction product was sealed in a tungsten 
crucible and melted in an induction furnace at 2000-2150 C. 
After melting, the alloy was heat-treated at 1700-1750 C for 
one to three weeks in a resistance furnace to ensure 
homogeneity. The single-phase alloy was bluish black. The 
presence of second phase LaS or LaSe, #Aich usually occurred 
at the top and bottom surfaces of the sample, was quite 
evident from their gold color. 
Optical metallography of the alloys were taken to check 
any secor^  phases. The results are listed in Table 2. The 
X-ray Oebye-Scherrer powdered patterns were taken to detect 
any second phases and to determine the lattice parameters, a^ . 
No second phase was seen in any pattern ^ Aich indicated less 
than 5 % of a second phase was present. Optical metallography 
was much more reliable in this regard. A computer calculation 
WUch employed the Nelson and Riley extrapolation method was 
used to find a^ . The a^  values are also listed in Table 2. 
Table 2. %%%e results of the optical metallography and the lattice 
parameters of the sulfides and selwiides 
Alloy* Ammmt of w 
second phase 
«0 (A) 
®^1.334 none^  9.0506 
®^1.348 
d 9.0528 
*^3*1.360 ncNie 9.0553 
®^1.367 ncMne 9.0484 
®^1,387 9.0503 
®^1.402 9.0479 
8983®.102*1.358 none 8.7553 
*^®.51®e,49*1.373 8.8936 
La(S i^ Se gg*! 3,7 9.0202 
&*.98*h.02Sl.333 large® 8.7124 
.^97^ .03®!. 333 large 8.7143 
.^96^ .04®1.333 large 8.7118 
.^98'^ .02®l.34l small^  8.7163 
**.96*b.0*Sl.34l small 8.7144 
94^ . 06^ 1.341 large 8.7090 
,^98^ .02®1.351 small 8.7182 
.^96^ .04®!. 351 large 8.7165 
.^94^ .06^ 1.351 large 8.7129 
.^97^ .03^ 1.360 none 8.7167 
.^98*.02®1.339 none 8.7145 
chemically determined compositions are used for all the 
La<S^ _ySey)% alloys? and LaSe^  alloys for x » 1.348. 1.360 and 
1.367. The nominal compositions are used for all other 
pseudobinary alloys. 
o^r lASe^  33^ , ^ .96^ .04^ 1.333 ^  ^.98*^ .02^ 1.339' 
phases of LaSe and LaS were seen on the outer surfaces of the 
samples after ahmit 1720 C heat treatment. Optical metallography 
was tiJcen for the central portion of each alloy. 
N^o second phase is visible at 100 X optical metallography. 
Optical metallography was not available. 
I^he amount of second phases is between 1 to 5 %. 
I^he alloy after first heat treatment at 1725 C for one week 
had two peaks in the heat capacity plot. It was given a second 
heat-treatment at 1700 C for three weeks. Then# the heat capacity 
plot had only <me peWc imlicating that the alloy was homogeneous. 
"^ihe amount of second phase is visible but is less than 1 %. 
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B. Electrical Resistivity Measurements 
The sample resistance was measured by the standard dc 
four-probe current reversal method over the temperature range 
4 to 300 K. The apparatus belonged to Or. S. Legvold in the 
Physics Department ami was described in detail in the theses 
of D. W. Mellonf* and T. A. Vyrostek.^  ^ Fig. 2 shows the heat 
leak chamber and the sample holder used in the experiment. 
Fig. 3 gives an enlarged view of the sample holder area. The 
sample was cut into a rectangular rod shape by a diamond saw. 
It was then glued to a flat surface of a stainless steel 
grinding device and groimd on a sand paper set on another 
parallel hard surface. Since the alloys were brittle, those 
with visible micro-cracks were simply grouml 1^  holding them 
with hand against the sand paper. The rectangular sample was 
then glued by a silver paste to metal clamps through Wiich the 
current passed. sharpened phosphor-bronze strips 
stycasted to a brass block were used as a voltage probe. The 
voltage probe was set in place and held down over the sample 
with a tantalum spring. The spring was set in the radial 
notch located in the sample holder. 
The electronic circuits mainly consisted of three parts t 
one to measure the voltage developed between two known points 
on the sample, and the second to measure the temperature of 
the sample and the third to control the temperature of the 
sample. A constant-current source was used to supply a 
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current through the sample. The current was determined by 
measuring the voltage drop across a 1 A standard resistor. 
The voltage, also called the emf, across the standard 
resistor or the sample voltage probe was initially measured by 
a Honeywell 0.01 microvolt potentiometer and later by a 
Keithley 181 digital nanovoltmeter. With the potentiometer* 
the out of balance signal was amplified by a Guildline 
nanovolt amplifier whose output was fed into a Guildline 
secondary galvanometer and then the potentiometer reading was 
adjusted to obtain a null reading in the galvanometer. A low 
thermal emf rotary switch was used to reverse the direction of 
the sample current. The resistance, R, and the resistivity, 
p, of the sample was calculated from Eq. (2-1). The distance 
between the phosphor-bronze strips making ccmtacts with the 
sample was measured with a micrometer. 
The second main component of the electronics was used for 
the temperature measurement. The temperature was determined 
by measuring the voltage of two types of thermocouples with a 
Leeds and Iforthrup K-5 potentiometer and a null detector. For 
temperatures above 77 K, a constantan vs. Cu thermocouple was 
used. For temperatures below 77 K, a Au-0.03 % Fe vs. Cu 
thermocouples was used. These thermocouples had been 
calibrated by earlier users. The Au-Fe vs. Cu thermocouple 
was checked at the liquid helium temperature to be accurate 
within 0.4 K. 
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The third component of the electronic* warn the 
temperature control unit. It warn described in details in T. 
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A. Vyrostek thesis. As seen in Fig. 2» the temperature 
control centered around a 2 1/8" 0.0. Cu pump can. The 
temperature was controlled by passing an appropriate current 
through a No. 34 manganin wire which was «found non-inductively 
on the pump can. A proportional temperature controller^ * was 
used to control the heater current. The controller was 
sensitive to the out-of-balance signal from a Hheatstone 
bridge. For temperatures above 30 K, one leg of the bridge 
was a non-inductively wound Cu sensing coil that was wound on 
the i^ jmp can underneath the manganin heater wire. For 
temperatures below 30 K, the leg of the bridge was a 96 A 
carbon resistor rather than Cu sensing coil. The carbon 
resistor was stycasted to the bottom of the pump can to make a 
thermal contact. A variable resistor in another leg of the 
Hheatstone bridge was used to balance the signal and therefore 
control the temperature. 
Fig. 2 also shows the basic design of the cryostat. It 
consisted of an evacuated heat leak or sample chamber, heaters 
and temperature sensing eleiwnts. The sample chamber was put 
in a liquid He dewar which was surrounded by a liquid 
dewar. For cooling from 300 to 77 K, the liquid He dewar was 
filled with liquid Ng to help cooling. The sample chamber was 
in vacuum at high temperatures and filled with same He gas 
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below about 180 K. Below 77 K, liquid helium was transferred 
to the liquid He dewar. For temperatures above 30 K, the pump 
can warn evacuated to limit thermal conduction from the sample 
chamber to the liquid He dewar. Below 30 K» the pump can was 
filled with He gas to help cooling. Both cooling and heating 
data were recorded in the experiment. For a heating cycle 
above 77 K» no liquid Ng was needed in the liquid He dewar. 
C. A. C. Magnetic Susceptibility Measurements 
The a. c. magnetic susceptibility measurements were made 
using Or. D. X. Finnemore's apparatus which employed a 
modified a. c. Hartshorn bridge. J. R. Hopkins thesis^ * 
described the details ot the experimental system* The 
specimen warn placed in the middle of a primary coil. A 
secondary coil was scatter wound astatically on the primary 
coil. An a. c. current was supplied to the primary coil. 
Above Tg or the magnetic ordering temperature fCurie 
temperature TCC> for a ferromagnetic sample or T(N) for a 
antiferromagnetic sample), magnetic flux penetrates the 
sample. The resistive and the inductive components of the 
voltage from the secondary were balanced by other elements in 
the bridge and displayed as null in a dual-phase lock-in 
detector. Hhen the specimen was cooled below its T(C) or 
a voltage is induced in the secondary due to the change 
of the magnetic flux in the sample. For a superconductor at 
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temperature* below Tg, the magnetic flux is repelled from the 
sample. For a magnetic material at temperatures below its 
T(C) Cor T(N)), the spins align with (or against) the magnetic 
field and will enhance (or diminish) the flux in the sample. 
In each of these cases, the inductance of the secondary was 
changed and the in-phase resistive and out-of-phase inductive 
components of the voltage were displayed on the dual-phase 
lock-in detector. The resistance component of the voltage was 
fed into the Y input of an X-Y recorder. A germanium 
resistance thermometer (CSRT) supplied with a 10 |iA current was 
used to determine the temperature. The voltage across the CRT 
was fed into the X input of the X-Y recorder. Since the LaX^  
alloy is non-magnetic# the temperature at which a large amount 
of flux changes (there is always a slight flux change with 
temperature) is the superconducting temperature. The T^  value 
was taken from the midpoint of the transition curve recorded 
«m the chart. For a homogeneous single phase alloy, the 
transition curve was sharp (AT^  ±0.15 X). 
D. CRT Calibration in Magnetic Fields 
A germanium resistance thermometer was used in the 
calorimeter for the temperture measurements from 1.4 to 20 K. 
It had been calibrated in zero magnetic field in Dr. C. A. 
Swenson group at the Ames Laboratory, The resistance (R) vs. 
temperature (T) values were fitted in two temperature ranges 
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by » l#m#t-*qu*re# method to the following equation 
9 i 
*n T • I A. (An R)* (3-1) 
i-0 * 
Where A^ 'e (i»0-9) ere the constants listed in Appendix A. 
One set of the A^ 's was generated for each of the two 
temperature ranges. One range was from 0.8 to 6.5 K and the 
other 4.0 to 21 X. In magnetic fields, the (3RT calibration 
was done by using a capacitance thermometer (CT). The 
temperature dependence of the capacitance does not change 
under magnetic fields. This feature makes it suitable to be a 
temperature standard. 
The CT was set close to the CRT in the calorimeter. The 
CT output was measured by balancing a capacitance bridge and 
the balance was displayed by a dual phase lock-in detector. 
In each magnetic field of 0.00, 2.50, 5.39, 7.62 and 9.98 T, 
the capacitance and the voltage across the CRT were recorded 
at the same time. A constant-current source from Lake Shore 
Cryotronics, Inc. supplied a current of magnitude 1-100 |iA 
thrmigh the (SRT. The current was determined by measuring the 
voltage drop across a 10 kA standard resistor. This voltage 
and the voltage across the CBT were measured with a Leeds and 
Northrup K-5 potentiometer. The out of balance signal was 
measured by a Keithley 150B microvoltmeter. Its output signal 
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was amplified and fed into a strip chart recorder. In this 
manner# the drift in temperature could be recorded. The 
thermal emf was determined by reversing the direction of the 
current flow. 
Fig. 4 shows the capacitance vs. temperature from 1.4 to 
20 K in sero magnetic field. The capacitance (CAP) vs. 
temperature (T> and T vs. CAP were fitted by a least-squares 
method over three temperature ranges t 1.5 - 9.1 K, 4.0 - 8.0 
K, and 7.0 - 20.2 X to the following equations 
n 1 
T " Z a, CAP* (3-2) 
i«0 * 
and 
m , 
CAP • Z bi T* (3-3) 
i"0 * 
Where n " 3, 2, 5 and m » 5, 3, 5 for the respective 
temperature ranges. The constants a^ 's and b^ 's are given in 
Appendix A. 
Although the capacitance did not change with magnetic 
field, there was a dey-to-dey variations in capacitance value. 
The capacitance value was pinned at the liquid He temperature 
each day before the magnetic field was applied. The 
difference between the capacitance before applying the 
magnetic field and the capacitance in zero field at the liquid 
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He temperature determined by Eq. (3-3) gave the offset to pin 
the capacitance. Now, the temperature in magnetic fields 
could be found from Eq. (3-2) to be 
n i 
T " 2 a< (CAP - ACAP)* (3-2a) 
i«0 1 
where ACAP was the offset in two CAP vs. T curves in sero 
magnetic field measured on different days. Fig. 9 shows 
schematically the meaning of the ùCKP, 
The resistance and the temperature values in magnetic 
fields were fitted to Eq. (3-1) by a least-squares method, 
except that tlM summation was over 9 coefficients (0 to 8 
inclusive) over two temperature ranges i 1.6 - 6.5 and i - 21 
X. The constants of B^ '^s (derived in the same manner as A^ 's 
in Eq. (3-1)) are also listed in Appendix A. The CRT 
thermcmetry is shown in Fig. 6. The thermometry was checked 
by the heat capacity measurements of the Cu-reference standard 
and a high purity Sn sample. This will be discussed in the 
next section (E). 
E. Calorimetry 
The low temperature calorimeter was constructed in 1977 -
1978 by Or. U. Atzmony and Mr. J. 0. Moorman. The 
construction was in principle simdllar to the cme built by N. 
E. Kienzle in the Oeparment of Physics.However# the 
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initial germanium resistance thermometer was replaced by a new 
one in 1981 and the new CRT had to be calibrated as described 
in the previous section. 
The calorimeter was designed for accurate measurements of 
small samples in the temperature range of 1.4 to 20 K. A 
superconducting solenoid made of Nb^ Sn by Xntermagnetics 
Corporation was used to generate magnetic fields up to 10 T. 
This would enable us to study the heat capacity of 
superconductors in magnetic fields. Because the 
superconductii^  transition temperature is suppressed by the 
magnetic field, the normal state properties, such as y and 6^ , 
are more accessible, and the field dependence of T^ , and the 
Hg^ lT) can be determined. 
The calorimeter was of the isolation heat-pulse type and 
it ccmsisted of three parts* the cryogenic system, the heater 
circuit and the temperature measurement circuit. The first 
part consists of the dewars to cool the system and the sample 
chamber. The outermost dewar contained liquid nitrogen idiich 
could cool the system to 77 K if sufficient time was allowed. 
Inner dewar contained liquid helium and in which the sample 
chamber and a liquid helium pot attached to the chamber could 
be inserted. The helium dewar and inner pot were evacuated by 
a Stokes pump and then filled with a small amount helium as an 
exchange gas. The sample chamber was evacuatml to better than 
10'^  torr by a diffusion pump with a cold trap and backed by a 
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mechanieal pump. Only after a good vacuum achieved in the 
•ample chamber, the liquid nitrogen and then liquid helium 
Here tranaferred, k needle valve immersed in the liquid 
helium devar could be opened to fill the inner helium pot if 
neceeeary. The inner helium pot could be pumped to reduce the 
vapor pressure over the liquid to achieve temperatures lower 
than 4.2 K. An orifice located on a plate " 1/3 of the way 
from the bottom of the pot was used to control the flow of the 
helium superfluid below the x point at 2.2 X. 
In the sample chamber, a mechanical heat switch was used 
to control the thermal contact of the addenda and sample to 
the inner pot. In the close position, the addenda and sample 
were cooled down to the temperature of the inner pot. In the 
open position, the addenda and sample were isolated and they 
could be warmed by a heater. The sample chamber shown in Fig. 
7 was similar to the one built by Kienzle. The only 
difference was in the sample holder. In our holder, a sample 
is clamped between two copper discs lAich were tightened by a 
screw, and the fSSfS and the CT were sitting on the top disc. 
In Kiensle's holder, the sample sat on a copper foil container 
and the GRT was fastened underneath the container. 
The second part of the calorimeter was the heater 
circuit. A 92 % Pt-8 % fi was used as the heater wire. The 
amount of the heat supplied to the addenda and sample was 
given by 
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ùQ • Iji Vji Ât» (3-4) 
wh#r# 1|| is th# current through the heater, is the voltage 
drop across the heater and At is the time interval of the heat 
pulse. The current %y was determined by the voltage drop 
across a 1 tcA standard resister. This voltage and were 
measured by a 7500 Data Precision voltmeter. The At was 
recorded a Monsanto 8910 90 MHs counter/timer. 
The third part of the system was the CRT circuit. The 
GUT resistance was measured by the standard dc four-probe 
method. Its measurement was described in the previous section 
of the CRT calibration. 
The heat capacity o£ the sample was found in the 
following w#y, A certain amount of the heat, or ùQ, was 
supplied to the addenda (consists of sample holder, heater and 
CRT) or addenda plus sample respectively to raise their 
temperature by AT. The heat capacity of the addenda, or 
sample, C, was found from the relationships 
respectively, where C^ (^cal) was the calculated heat capacity 
of the addeiula and X is the number of the gram-atom# of the 
a^dd * ^ add ' ^ (3-5) 
or 
C » (AO / AT - C^ (cal)) / % (3-6) 
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aample. The tern could be found as follows. The 
Cadd data and the temperature T were fitted by a least-squares 
method to the relation 
C.rfrf • Z D®. T**"! (3-7) 
i»l 
in different temperature ranges. The term 0*^ 6(0*1) in Eq. 
(3-6) was then found from Eq. (3-7). The values of y and 6^  
from the first heat capacity measurements of a Cu-reference 
standard^  in five magnetic fields are listed in Appendix B. 
The temperature range for the least-squares fitting was from 
2.9 to 5.0 K. The data for T < 2.5 K were not used because of 
the poor fit of the addenda data at lower temperatures. The y 
and values agreed within 15.4 and 1.6 % with the published 
values respectively. These results indicated that the 
procedure used for (Attaining the addenda heat capacity was not 
reliable. The poor agreement was mainly due to the small heat 
content of the addenda. Therefore* a different procedure was 
used to obtain the addenda valw, and is called the revised 
addenda. The revised addenda data were obtained from the heat 
capacity data of the addenda plus the Cu standard. Then, by 
substracting the known heat capacity of Cu one obtains the 
T^he Cu-reference standard was measured twice and the raw 
data were processed twice too. The second raw data i*ich 
included the lower temperature data were takrni Dr. S. K. 
Ohar and his raw data were processed and used for the later 
work. 
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revised addenda. That is, Eq. (3-5) becomes 
r^ev add " *0 / AT - 0*, x X t3-5a) 
where is the copper heat capacity from the refemce 
equation^ * and X was the number of gram-atoms of the Cu. The 
Cu reference equation was given as 
6 
Ccu " 2 Ai (3-8) 
CW i.i * 
in the wit of mJ/(g-atom K) where the coefficients are 
listed in Appendix B. Fig. 8 (a) and (b) show the C/T vs. T* 
and C vs. T plots of the revised addenda fr<m 1.4 to 20 X and 
1.5 to 20 K respectively. In Fig. 9* the was 
compared to the in zero magnetic field. The good 
agreement indicated that the method of using the revised 
addenda was reliable. The data were fitted against T 
by a least-squares method to the equation similar to Eq. (3-7) 
for different temperature ranges. The coefficients 0^  are 
listed in Appendix B. Then, Bq. (3-6) was modified to give 
the heat capacity of the sample and was expressed to be 
C • (AQ /AT - g^ (^cal)) / X 
W&ere g^ (cal) was calculated from Eq. (3-7a) 
(3-6*) 
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The heat capacity of a high purity Sn «ample obtained 
from Dr. R. N. Shelton of the Physics Department was measured 
to check the thermometry and addenda data. Fig. 10 shows the 
heat capacity of the Sn from Eq. (3-6a) in H * 0.00 and 3.SO 
T. The literature data^ *'*^  ^were also included in the figure. 
A good agreement wks achieved. Fig. 11 gives the heat 
capacity of the Sn in five magnetic fields from 1.7 to 10 K. 
The Sn data showed that our thermometry and revised addenda 
data are satisfactory. 
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IV. RESULTS 
A. Electrical R##i#tivity 
The electrical resistivity measurements from 4.2 to 300 X 
have been made on five LaSe^  alloys (x t 1.334 to 1.387), two 
pseudobinary {AtS^ .^ Se^ J^  alloys (x • 1.358, y » 0.102 and x • 
1.381, y • 0.69), eight la^ .^ Th^ S^  alloys (x t 1.333 to 1.351 
and y t 0.02 to 0.04) and one ^ 0.98^ 0.02^ 1.339 Th# 
resistivity of each alloy was calculated from Eq. 12-1). 
Figs. 12(a)-(c) show the resistivities of some of these alloys 
as a function of temperatures. The slope changes seen in some 
of the curves indicate the temperatures at vrtiich the alloys 
transform from the bcc to bet phase, T^ 's. The dashed lines 
extrapolated from T% to 0 K give the expected values if the 
alloys remained cubic. For LaSe^ ^^ g^ , the slope changes in 
the cooling and heating curves are not easily seen. 
Therefore, the slope (Ap/AT) of the resistivity curve of the 
heating run was calculated and plotted in Fig. 12(d). h peak 
in the slope vs. T plot indicates that the T^  for this alloy 
is about 15.7 K upon heating. Table 3 lists the results of 
the resistivity measurements. Also given in Table 3 are ; 
**900 ' resistivity value at 300 Ki Tg(p)*** - the maximum 
superconducting transition temperature from the resistivity 
measurements; N_ - the concentration of the conduction 
m 
electrons %*ich is given by 
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Table 3. The results of the electrical resistivity measurements for 
selemides and sulfides 
Alloy T„" P, P„, Tc'Pl"" "e ». V 
(K) (|ia-cm) (wA-ai) (K) (atom'^ } fat.%} 
LaSe, 65(c) 30.2 229.3 7.7 0.1*3 0.021 
65(h) 
I^ aSe* 34.a 57(c) 
1'*** 6#(h) 
LaSe._gm 14(c) 
13** 16(h) 
&*S*1.367 
*^9*1.387 
Iia(S 898®®.102*1,358 
£A(S iiSe 89>I.377 
.^98^ .02^ 1.333 IJIJ} 
*^ ,97^ *^ ,0381.333 199.0 374.5 8.8 0.156 0.000 
La^ gTh ggg 174.5 292.5 8.2 0.160 0.000 
44.1 257.9 7.3 0.130 0.466 
98.4 293.0 7.5 0.119 0.840 
140.7 319.1 9.05 0.112 1.056 
190.7 362.7 6.50 0.095 1.658 
199.9 329.1 7.7 0.120 0.779 
214.5 336.9 7.2 0.104 1.359 
108.6 293.0 8.2 0.152 0.000 
ta ggTh 02^ 1.341 
.^96^ .04®!. 341 
.^98^ .02®!. 351 
,^97^ .03^ 1.360 
,^98^ .02^ 1.339 
56(c) 107.8 278.3 
65(h) 
279.4 404.1 
169.0 306.4 
• 204.0 324.8 
88(c) 109.0 303.0 
94(h) 
8.4 0.144 0.245 
8.3 0.153 0.245 
8.2 0.135 0.560 
7.5 0.131 0.840 
6.4 0.138 0.181 
*(c) or (h) after values mean in the cooling or heating nm. 
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N, " (3 - 2 %) / (1 + %) (4-1) 
and - th* nuabar of vacancie# at the lanthanvai aite# %*ich 
i# given by 
Ny " (3 % - 4) / (7 X) (4-2) 
The vacancy or coapoaitlonal variation# of the reeidual 
re#i#tivity, p^ . in the eelenides and eulfide# are ahoim in 
Figs. 13(a) and (b), respectively. The value was found 
fro# the extrapolation of the data above to 0 X. The 
dashed lines in Figs. 13(a) and (b) indicate the expected 
cubic Pg, values takeq from Fig. 12(a) and Ref. 19 for 
selenides and sulfides respectively. It is seen that the 
expected bcc phase would have higher p^  values than the bet 
phase. 
The compositional variations of the and the effects of 
up to 4 % Th and 2 % Y additions to La on T|| are shown in 
Figs. 14(a) and (b). The results for the LaS^  alloys were 
again taken from Ref. 15. For x close to 1.333, the alloy 
always contained a second phase of LaSe or LaS as seen by 
optical metallography. In Fig. 14(a), the alloy contained two 
phases, namely LaSe and The value x • 1.346 was 
determined from the intersection of the curves (2) and (1). 
Curve (1) is the expected curve if a single phase alloy 
existed at that composition. From the level law, the 
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^^ *1.334 Alloy contained 3.6 % of the LaSe phase. In Fig. 
14(h)* the dashed line marked with (1) also showed the 
expected curve if the single phase alloy existed. The 
La ggTh ggg alloy had its main component as 
.^98^ .02^ 1.340* Again» from the level law, the 
.^98^ .02^ 1.333 contained 2.1 % of the LaS phase. It 
is seen that the Th additions lower T^ . The ^ ,90^ .02^ 1^.339 
alloy also had a small amount of the La8 phase on the top 
surface oi the bulk sample. However, the quantity of the 
second phase could not W determined due to insitfficient 
number of samples. It seemed that the Y addition had less 
effect on T^  than the Th addition. The relationship between 
and T|| in selenides and sulfides is shown in Fig. 15. The 
curves (1) had same meanings as those in Figs* 14<a) and Cbl. 
It is interesting that the three curves for binary selenides, 
sulfides and pseudobinary (^ .ggTh alloys are essentially 
parallel. 
B. h, C. Magnetic Susceptibility 
Figs. 16(a) and Cb) show the values obtained from 
the a. c. magnetic susceptibility measurements. The values 
are also listed in Table 4. The values for LaS^  alloys 
were taken from the Ref. 16 which were obtained from the heat 
capacity measurements. It was found that the 7^  ^ mlues from 
the heat capacity and a. c. magnetic susceptibility 
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Table 4. results of the a. c. magnetic susceptibility 
measurements in the selenides and sulfides 
Alloy phase* T^ <10%) T^ OO%) AI* 
C or T fX) (X) fX) CXI (K) 
1.334 
®^1.34B*^  
f*'i.36o'3'* 
®^1.367 
*^9*1.387 
*^ *1.402 
**(3.898*®.102*1.358 
*^*.51*®. 49 *1.373 
**(3.11*®.89*1.377 
**.98^ .02*1.333 
T 7.47 7.35 7.26 7.19 0.16 
T 7.10 7.10 7.10 7.10 0.00 
T 7.90 7.90 7.80 7.70 0.20 
T 9.42 
8.79 
9.05 
8.37 
8.94 
8.14 
8.91 
8.06 
0.04 
0.31 
T 8.94 8.77 8.64 8.57 0.20 
C 8.34 8.21 8.16 8.11 0.10 
C 6.97 6.90 6.89 6.84 0.06 
C 5.29 5.23 5.19 5.06 0.17 
C 8.24 8.18 8.11 8.05 0.13 
C 5.40 5.35 5.32 5.26 0.09 
C 6.44 6.38 6.35 6.28 0.10 
T 8.70 8.60 8.54 8.46 0.14 
.^97^ .03^ 1.333 C 9.38 9.31 9.28 9.24 0.07 
.^96^ .0 A. 333 C 9.37 9.25 9.09 8.94 0.31 
.^98^ .02^ 1,341 T 8.70 8.57 8.50 8.44 0.13 
.^96^ .04^ 1.341 C 8.42 8.22 7.92 7.84 0.38 
.^94^ .06^ 1.341 C 7.43 7.20 7.04 6.92 0.28 
.^9B^ .02®1.351 c 9.07 9.01 8.96 8.93 0.08 
.^96^ .04^ 1.351 c 8.75 8.55 8.47 8.35 0.20 
.^94^ .06®1.35l c 8.35 8.24 8.06 7.90 0.34 
**•.97^ .03^ 1.360 c 8.60 8.50 8.50 8.50 0.00 
.^98*.02®1.339 T 7.91 7.81 7.76 7.68 0.13 
*Phame C or T indicates that the low teaperature phase of the 
alloy is in bcc or bet phase. 
is the width of the transition from 10 to 90 % of the 
superconducting phase. 
T^he Tg values of these samples were measured in Or. R. M. 
Shelton'8 apparatus. 
%hree portions (1), (2) and (3) of a sample were measured for 
the T values. 
"Portion (2) of the LaSe^  ggg alloy had two peaks in the 
transition curve. Also, this sample was the resistivity sample. 
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measurement* were nearly the same. In Figs. 16(a) and (b), 
the dashed lines indicate the expected cubic values for binary 
selenides and sulfides respectively. The effect of 
substituting M for La on %mB shown in Fig. 17. The values 
for binary LaS^  alloys (for which y • 0) were taken from the 
Fig. 16(b) of the cubic alloys. The T^  values of three 
alloys, La ggCa ggg, ^ .97*^ .03^ 1.333 
La gpCa QgS} 222 prepared by B. J. Beaudry in the Ames 
Laboratory were also measured and included in Fig. 17. 
From the T_ data, it is seen that the metastable bcc 
c 
phase would have a higher value than the correspcmding bet 
phase. The effect of alloying of tetravalent, trivalent and 
bivalent metals for La metal on was always to decrease the 
Tg values. For the Th additions, the smaller the sulfur to 
metal ratio the greater the suppresion of T^ . 
The L&.ggCe 233 alio? in %*ich the phase 
transformation was not studied has a lower value than 
either bet or bet phase LaS^  ^233* The presence of the 
magnetic Ce atoms tends to break or weaken the Cooper pairs. 
Since value was not increased, this alloy system was not 
studied in any detail. The three percent Mg and Ca alloys 
decrease substantially due to a smaller conduction electron 
concentration than the corresponding LaS^  233 alloy* 
Therefore, no further study was conducted on these two alloy 
systems. 
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C. Heat Capacity 
The heat capacity aeasurenente from X.i to 20 X have been 
made on three LaSe^  alloys (x • 1.334, 1.360 and 1.367), one 
*^**l-y**y*% alloy • 1.358 and y » 0.102) and four 
*^l-y*hyS% alloys (x t 1.333 to 1.360 and y t 0.02 to 0.03). 
The plot of the C/T vs. T^  for temperatures below 10 K is 
shown in Fig. 18 for ^ 8*x.367* 0*%*? alloys exhibit similar 
plots Which are not shown here. The effect of the applying 
magnetic field on T^  is to suppress the value of Tg. In Fig. 
18, it is seen that above T^ * (maximum superconducting 
temperature) at each field, the alloy becomes a normal 
conductor and its plot of C/T vs. T* is linear. The values of 
Y and 0 were obtained fr<m the least-squares fitting of the 
normal state data in five fields to the Eg. (2-10). The 
temperature range was selected in the linear region of the C/T 
vs. t' plot. The Debye temperature was calculated from the 
Eg. (2-9). The values of y* 6^ , and the temperature range 
over which the data were fitted are listed in Tàble 5. The 
La gjTh ggg allof after first heat-treatment had two 
peaks in C/T vs. T^  plots at zero and the various magnetic 
fields. The alloy was homogenized by a second heat-treatment 
at 1700 C for three weeks. The heat capacity measurement was 
made again. 
Fig. 19 shows schematically the method used to determine 
the jump in the heat capacity at the superconducting 
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Figure 18. Ihe plot of C/T va. t' from 1.4 to 10 X for USe, 
* * 36# 
Table S. The results of the heat capacity seasureMiits t the values 
of the y, t (in sero magnetic field) and the 
temperature range for the least-squares fitting 
m temp. 
Alloy phase" y ®D Tc 1 ATg range 
C or T i—12. — ; ) (  — )  (K) (K) (K) 
g-at. k' g-at. K* 
®^1.334 T 2.93 0.236 202 7.18*0.15 3.8-7.0 
LaSei 360 T 3.63 0.273 192 8.15*0.25 2.8-5.4 
®^1.367 C 4.50 0.235 202 8.0810.29 2.4-4.5 
8983*.102*1. 358 ^  4.24 0.188 218 8.1510.20 5.1-7.0 
*^ .98®^ .02®1. 333 T 3.62 0.164 228 8.44*0.33 3.0-6.0 
**,97^ .^03^ 1. 333 C 4.64 0.194 216 9.2410.29 6.2-7.6 
.^98^ .02®!. 341 T 3.34 0.185 219 8.4510.21 3.5-6.4 
ta^ 97Th^ 03®i. 360 C 3.92 0.162 229 8.0510.41 5.3-7.0 
*8ee the footnote a in Table 4. 
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Figure 19. Method shown schematically to determine the jump 
In the heat capacity at the superconducting 
temperature, AC, the superconducting temperature* 
T and the width of the transition, AT^  
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temperature (AC) the superconducting transition temperature» 
Tg and the width of the transition (AT^ ). The values of 
and ATg are also listed in Table 5. The AC(obs) values for 
the alloys are given in Table 6. Table 6 also lists the 
values of AC/yr^ . All of Which are larger than 1.43 from the 
BCS prediction. 
As described in the previous backgroimd theory chapter 
(II), the entropy# S, at T can be obtained frcn the 
integration of the C/T with T as expressed in the Cq. (2-16). 
An example of the vs. T plot lAere 1 • s or n for 
is given in Fig. 20. The normal state data above T^ * (In 9.98 
T) was taken from the data In 9.98 T and below (in 9.98 T) 
was taken from the Eg. (2-10). At tJ*, 8^  shmild egual to 8^ . 
An example of the entropy vs. T plot is given in Fig. 21 for 
*^1.367* n^ at T^ * and the percentage difference 
between them for each of the alloys is listed in Table 7. A 
good agreement (< 1 %) is found for the bcc alloys and a fair 
agreement (< 7 %) for the bet alloy#. The entropy agrewents 
prove that the method of obtaining the y and 0 values is 
reliable. 
The electronic beat capacity in the supercomducting 
state, C can be determined from Eg. (2-11). The semi-log 
plots of the reduced superconducting electronic heat capacity# 
Ceg/'yTc# vs. Tç/T (from 1 to 4.5) are shown in Figs. 22(a) and 
(b) for selenides and sulfides respectively. The experimental 
Tmble 6. Thenmodymmmic critical field at 0 K« jiap in the heat 
capacity at in xero filed, ûCîabnif AC*cal) obtained from 
the Rutger # relation; the percentage difference between 
ACCobsl and AC(calO and the reduced jimp in the heat 
capacity at T^ , AC/yT^  in which ùCtàb») was used for the 
selmiides and sulfides 
Alloy phase^  H^ (0> AC(obs) AC(cal) ACAC) àC/yT^  
C or T <TI (—li X BZ > % 
g-at. k' g-at. K* 
T 0.080 71.76 56.59 21.2 3.41 
**8*1.360 T 0.111 79.90 77.72 2.7 2.70 
****1.367 C 0.115 84.61 83.42 1.4 2.33 
***S,8pg8e 103)1 3sg C 0.113 77.02 71.96 6.6 2.23 
**,98®^. 02*1.333 T 0.113 79.72 68.78 13.7 2.61 
**,97^.03*1.333 C 0.140 91.23 96.09 5.1 2.13 
^.98^.02*1.3#! T 0.111 77.90 65.92 15.4 2.76 
**.97^.03*1.360 C 0.111 70.06 69.35 1.0 2.22 
*8ee the footnote a in liable 4 
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Table 7. The maximum superconducting temperature, ; the entropy 
value# at in the normal and superconducting states, 
and Sg respectively; and tho percentage difference between 
and AS 
Alloy phase" 
C or T 
c 
(K) 
S 
n 
I g-at. K 
) C JI3L g-at. K ) 
AS 
(%) 
G*S*i.33* T 7.2 53.5 57.6 7.0 
®^1.360 T 8.3 83.5 81.6 2.2 
C 8.3 81.5 81.5 0.0 
102*1.358 C 8.3 70.9 71.5 0.8 
•^98^ .02^ 1.333 T 8.7 69.1 71.7 3.7 
*^ .97^ .03^ 1.333 C 9.4 98.2 97.8 0.4 
•^98^ . 02® 1.341 T 8.6 68.8 71.1 3.2 
.^97^ .03^ 1.360 C 8.3 63.5 64.1 0.9 
*See the footnote a in Thble 4. 
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values do not agree well with the BCS theory prediction for a 
weak-coupling superconductor. The value of the energy gap 
(2AC0)) can be obtained based on the assumptions*^  t (1) ACT) 
is independent of the energy and isotropic and (2) A(T)/A(0) 
is identical to that given by BCS. Therefore, the BCS gap is 
scaled by a constant factor to find the gap of superconductors 
studied, i. e., A(T)/A^ ^^ (T) • constant. The values of the 
reduced energy gap, 2A(0)/kT^ (l), can be determined from the 
slopes of the curves in Figs. 22(a) and (b) by the relation 
2A(0)/kTg(l) • 3.52 % b / 1.44 
» 2.44 X b (4-3) 
lAere b is the negative of the slope value and was defined in 
Eg. (2-12), 3.92 is the value from the BCS theory and 1.44 is 
taken from Eg. (2-13). The ranges of T^ /T for the slope 
determination, the values of the reduced energy gap obtained 
from Eg. (4-3), a (defined in Eg. (2-12)) and b are listed in 
Table 8. It is seen that the values of the reduced energy gap 
are larger than the BCS prediction of 3.53. Also seen in 
Tkble 8, the bet alloys have larger a values than the BCS 
prediction of 8.5, 
The Gibbs free energy can be obtained from the Eg. 
(2-17). Its values in the normal and superconducting states 
are plotted in Fig. 23 in lAich the 0 + (P V) terms are 
neglected since they remain the same in both states. From the 
Table 8. The ccmstants a and b defined Sa Eq. (2-12); the range of 
T^ /Ti the values of the reduced energy gap, 2A(0)/kTgCl) and 
2ù<0)/kTg(2) obtained from Eqs. (4-3) and (4-6) respectively 
Alloys phase* a b range 2A(0)/lcT^  2A(0)/kTg 
C or T of Tç/T (1) (2) 
®^1.334 T 22.5 2.13 2.0-2.7 5.20 3.74 
LaSe^  3g0 T 58.4 2.78 1.5-2.7 6.79 4.16 
®^1,367 C 9.2 1.73 2.0-4.0 4.23 3.88 
*^S.898®®.102*1.358 C 7.4 1.52 1.5-4.0 3.71 3.70 
.^98^ .02^ 1.333 T 35.9 2.38 1.5-3.4 5.81 3.85 
.^97^ .03^ 1.333 C 10.8 1.74 1.5-4.0 4.25 3.84 
.^98^ .02^ 1.341 T 63.6 2.74 1.5-2.8 6.69 3.92 
.^97^ .03^ 1.360 C 8.9 1.63 1.5-4.0 3.98 3.80 
e^e the footnote a in Table 4. 
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Eq. (2-20c), Hg(T) can be calculated from the difference 
between G_(T) and G.(T). Table 6 lists the H.(0) values. For 
n S c 
each of the alloys measured, the H^ (O) value is small as 
compared to the corresponding value since the alloys 
are still superconducting at 2.50 T or above. 
According to Eg. (2-21>, the relationship between the 
Hg(t) (t • T/Tg) and t' is linear. It is obeyed rather well 
for the selenides and sulfides as shown in Figs. 24(a) and (b) 
for the selenides and sulfides respectively. The deviation 
function» 0(t) is defined as follows. 
D(t) • Hg(t)/Hg(0) - El - t'3 (4-4) 
The D(t) vs. t' plot is shown in Figs. 25(a) and (b) for the 
selenides and sulfides respectively. The plots of the 0(t) 
from the BC8 prediction*^  and for Sn*^  (weak coupling) and 
Hg*^  (strong coupling) are also included in the plots. It is 
seen that the selenides and sulfides with x i 1.370 are 
strcmg-couplif^ r superconductors. The shai^ s of the 0(t) 
curves, especially the initial changes in the 0(t) values, 
show the systematic changes in the reduced energy gap values 
in each alloy system. 
The jump in the heat capacity, AC at T^  in zero field can 
be calculated by using the Rutger s relation?* 
AC(cal) • (V Tg/4#) <dH^ (T)/dT)*y^  (4-5) 
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Eq. (2-21) has been used to calculate the slope of the H^ (T) 
vs. T at Tg. For LaSei alloy, H^ Ct) • Hg(0) CI - t*/0.89] 
was used. The factor of 0.89 was taken from the H_<t) vs. t* 
c 
plot in Fig. 24(a). The AC(cal) values are compared to the 
AC(obs) found experimentally and are given in Table 6. It is 
seen that the bcc alloys are in better agreement (< 7 %) in AC 
values than the bet alloys<< 21 %). 
According to Goodman^ ,^ the values of the reduced energy 
gap at T • 0 can be obtained from the relation 
2A(0)/kTg(2) " 4 # //3 C Hg*(0) V / 8 « v 3*'* 
(4-6) 
The values of the reduced energy gap obtained from Eg. (4-6) 
are compared to the values obtained from Eg. (4-3) and listed 
in Table 8. Again, a better agreement (< 10 %) is seen for 
the bcc alloys than the bet alloys (< 41 %). The rWuced 
energy gap values obtained from both Egs. (4-3) and (4-6) are 
larger than the BC8 prediction of 3.93 especially for the bet 
alloys. 
According to Hohlfeld and Pietrasm^ ,^ Eg* (4-6) valid for 
a weak-coupling superconductor shcnjld be modified for a 
strong-coupling superccmductor. A correction factor^ ' arising 
from the characteristic phonon spectrum was included in Eg. 
(4-6). Using this factor, the correction would increase the 
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reduced energy gap value by about 5 %. As dimcumeed in Ref. 
45» the determination of the energy gap from the H^ (0) give* 
more reliable results than the plot of An Cgg/YTg vs. T^ /T. 
McMillan** explained theoretically that the transition 
temperature of a strong-coupling superconductor is related to 
the Debye temperature and the electron-phonon coupling 
parameter, x* by 
Tç • Ojj / 1.45 exp C- 1.04 (1+X)/CA - w* (1 + 0.62 X)3î 
(4-7) 
where u* is the repulsive electron-electron interaction 
parameter. The value of the u* can be taken to be the same as 
that of lanthanum metal - 0.08*^ . The value of x for each of 
the alloys is given in Table 9. Now, the density of states at 
the Fermi energy at 0 K, N(0), can be calculated frcm Eq. 
(2-8). The 11(0) values are listed in Table 9. From the plots 
of X and N(0) vs. x in the LaBe^  alloys (which are not shown 
here), the largest values of k and 11(0) are obtained at 
the critical phase transformation temperature. Same behavior 
has been found for the LaS^  syste# in Ref, 16. The largest 
11(0) value at » 1.363 in the laSe^  system lies between 2.3 
and 2.6 states/eV-atom W»ich is close to the value for 
(fee) metal (2.44** states/eV-atom). 
Table 10 lists the superconducting transition 
temperatures at different magnetic fields for each alloy. It 
Tmbl* 9. The electrom-phomon coupling paruMter (xli and the 
electronic density of states at the Fermi surface for 
the selenides and sulfides 
Alloy phase* k 11(0) V(0) 
C or T ) 
eV-at. eV-La at. 
•^l.334 T 0.72 0.724 1.690 
*^8*1.360 T 0.78 0.864 2.039 
**8*1.367 C 0.76 1.086 2.571 
*^ ^^ .898^ .102^ 1.358 C 0.74 1.036 2.443 
.^9B^ .02®1.333 T 0.73 0.886 2.067 
**.97*h.03*1.333 C 0.79 1.102 2.571 
.^98^ .02®1.3« T 0.75 0.812 1.901 
&*.97*h.03*1.360 C 0.72 0.970 2.289 
*See the footnote * in Ilmble 4. 
Table 10. 3he superconducting transition temperatures in magnetic 
fields of 0.00, 2.50, 5.39, 7.62 and 9.98 T for the 
selenides and sulfides 
Alloy / Tg phase* 
CK) C or T 0.00 2.50 5.39 7.62 9.98 
(T» (T) (T) (Tl (T) 
®^1.334 T 7.18 3.38 none none none 
**3*1.360 T 8.15 6.79 5.03 3.57 none 
*^9*1.367 C 8.08 7.08 5.81 4.70 3.42 
I^ <S,898®®. 102 U. 358 C 8.15 7.37 6.42 5.59 4.67 
.^98^ .02®!. 333 T 8.44 7.14 5.53 4.17 2.41 
.^97^ .03^ 1.333 C 9.24 8.50 7.49 6.66 5.81 
.^98^ .02^ 1.341 T 8.45 7.26 5.82 4.52 3.22 
.^97^ .03^ 1.360 C 8.05 7.33 6.41 5.66 4.75 
*See Uie footnote a in Table 4 
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Ifl seen that th# upper critical field at 0 K, H _(0), is much 
larger than 10 T for most alloys* suggesting that the 
selenides and sulfides are high field superconductors. The 
functional dependences of the can be determined in the 
following way. 
The Hgg(T) is related to the H^ iT) by the parameter 
defined in Eq. (2-32). The Hg^ (T) data in Table 10 and a 
parabolic form for H^ (T) have been used to obtain the if^ (T) 
values. The k^ (t) values are shown in Figs. 26(a) taid (b) for 
the selenides and sulfides respectively. In Figs. 26(a) and 
(b), the solid lines are the results of the least-squares 
fitting of the data to the relationship 
K^ (t) » D, - t' (4-8) 
W%ere t « T/T^  and and are the fitting constants and 
their values are listed in Table 11. For selenides and 
sulfides, the changes in the reduced values of K^ (t) over the 
whole temperature range do not exceed 40 % which is comparable 
to the theoretical calculation of 25 %.** 
The upper critical field, Hg^ (T), is then calculated from 
Eg. (2-22) by using the parabolic form of H^ (T) and the one 
degree best-fitting of k^ (T), i. e., 
Hcj(T) « /2 Hg(0) (I- t') (Dg - Oj t*) (4-9) 
The values of Hg^ (T) are plotted in Figs. 27(a) and (b) for 
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Figure 26(a*. Gemerallz#* Ginzburg-Landau parameter K^ (t) vs. 
t', latere t « T/T^  for the selenides. The 
solid lines are the results of least-squares 
fitting against «^ (t) » t*. Tim slope 
for LaS*i,334 (dashed line I was estimated» see 
the footnote h in Table 11 
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Figure 26(b) Generalised Ginxlmrg-Landau parameter K^ (t) v«, 
t^ , lAere t « T/T^  for the sulfides. The solid 
lines are the results of least-squares fitting 
against K^ (t) ». - ». 
Table 11. The values of the constants in Eq. (4-8); generalised 
Ginsburg-Landau parameters (k ,^ and k); and the upper critical 
fields at 0 K (11^ (^0)) for the selenides and sulfides 
Alloy phase* ». 
*1 
K 
H„(0) H„(0) 
C or T K^ (t*l) «^ (t^ l) (obs) (cal) 
(T) (T) 
334* T 29.7 5.4 24.4 17.9 3.35 1.24 
®^1.360 T 62.3 15.4 46.9 43.0 9.80 5.62 
®^1.367 C 76.6 14.0 62.6 57.8 12.42 9.89 
^^ ®,898®®.102*I.358 C 97.7 14.8 82.9 74.6 15.55 14.75 
.^98^ .02^ 1,333 T 68.6 20.0 48.6 42.0 10.98 7.25 
ta g^ Th jjjSi 333 C 82.9 3.1 79.7 75.5 16.41 18.67 
*^ .98^ .02^ 1.341 T 76.0 21.1 54.9 46.8 11.90 6.63 
.^97®*.03®1.360 C 101.3 10.3 91.0 83.9 15.83 13.93 
e^e the footnote a in Tmble 4. 
For L*Sei 23$ alloy» a ratio of 1.22 has bwm assumed for 
K^ (t*0)/K^ (t*l). 
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each of the alloye. The determined in this way are 
listed as in Table 11. Note that the bcc alloys 
have larger values than the bet alloys. 
The value can also be calculated by using Eg. 
(2-26) proposed by Kim et al.^  ^ Table 11 also lists the 
Hg2<0)(cal) values. The comparison of Hg2(0)(obs) vs. 
Hg2(0)(cal) is shown in Fig. 28. The data points would be 
expected to lie on the dotted line if Eq. (2-26) holds for the 
LaSe^  alloys. The calculated values are too small in 
comparison with the observed values, especially for the bet 
alloys. The deviation is larger as the composition decreases. 
The K^ (T) values can be determined from Eqs. (2-23) and 
(2-25) in which Eg. (4-9) was used in Eg. (2-25) to find the 
slope of the Hg^ (T) at T^ . The K^ (T) valiMS are shown in 
Figs. 29(a) and (b) for the selenides and sulfides 
respectively. The solid lines in the plots are the results of 
the least-squares fitting to the relation 
Kj(t) » Eg + E) t* + E, t* + Eg t* (4-10) 
where E^  to E, are the fitting constants. According to Eq. 
(2-24), the K values can be determined from K^ (t • 1) or 
» 1). The K values are listed in Table 11. As seen in the 
Table, the bcc alloys have higher k values than the bet 
alloys. 
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Figure 28. Comparimon of (obs) ve. (cal) in the 
selenidee. The points would be expected to lie on 
the dotted line if Eq. (2-26) holds for the 
selenides 
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29(a). The K^ tt) v». plot for the eelenides* The 
solid lines are the results of least-squares 
fitting against % (t) » E_ + B, t* + B, t* + B 
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V. DISCUSSION 
A. Influence of the Phase Transformation on 
Superconduct ivi ty 
The results of the heat capacity and the electrical 
resistivity measurements for the selenides are summarized in 
Figs. 14(a), 15 and 30. In Fig. 30, the expected cubic values 
for Hg^ tO) were calculated by Eq. (2-26) in %Aich the expected 
cubic values for y, and T^  were used and a constant of 5.41 
was used instead of 3.11 so that the Hg^ (O) (cal) value agreed 
with *2^ (0) (obs) for 1^ *^ .360* effect of alloying with 
Th in the sulfides is shown in Figs. 14(b), 15, 16(b), 17 and 
31. In Fig. 31 only the cubic phase data are used. The data 
for y • 0 are taken from Kef. 16. For Th alloys, a constant 
of 3.35 was used in Eq. (2-26) to calculate Hg^ (O) values so 
that the Hg^ (O) (cal) value agreed with Hg^ (O) (obs) value for 
.^97T^ . 03^ 1.360* results of the replacement of S by Se 
are shown in Figs. 32 and 33. 
As show* in Figs. 1 and 30 and also 14(a),(b) and 15, the 
sulfides and selenides iMhave similarly with respect to the 
superconductivity and the phase transformation. In fact, the 
solid lines for y and Wg^ (O) in the cubic phase in Fig. 30 
were drawn based on the results of sulfides. The 0^  values 
are expected to decrease with increasii^  conduction electron 
concentration (i. e., decreasing x) due to the increasing 
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Figure 30. Sumuiry of the results of the heat capacity and 
electrical resistivity measurements for the LaSe_ 
alloys CI.333 < x < 1.410). The dashed lines are 
the expected values if the alloys remained cubic 
at low temperatures 
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conduction electron screening of the ionic potential. The 
structural phase transformation with a c/a of 1.009* should 
not have too much effect on Gq. The scatter in the values 
for &aS*i.334 andi &*S*1.360 the small samples for 
the heat capacity measurements. The heat capacities of the 
addenda were about 86 and 77 % of the total heat capacities 
for &#8#i,33* &***1.360 r##P*ctively. This also accounts 
to some extent for the large entropy difference, £3, at 
The solid line for 6^  in Fig. 30 was drawn to show the trend 
of the variation of the 6^  values with the composition. 
As seen in Fig. 30 for the selenides, the optimum 
superconducting properties, such as the highest T^ , y, and 
Hg^ (O) values, are obtained at the critical composition * 
1.363) of the structural phase transformation. Below x^ , the 
Tg values are not sensitive to the composition (see Figs. 
16(a) and 30) while values are strongly camposititm 
dependent (see Fig. 14(a)). Above x^ , the composition (or the 
conductiw electron concentration) has a strong effect on 
as seen in Figs. 16(a) and 30. For x < x^ , the metastable bcc 
phase would have better superconducting properties. For 
example, the expected values are 10.8 K and 12.9 T for 
*^1.334 compare to the observed values of 7.3 K and 
3.4 T respectively. 
In Figs. 14(b) and 16(b), for x less than x^  of the 
sulfides (x^  * 1.362) the Th atoms tend to stabilize the bcc 
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pham* at low temperatures, i. e., is lowered and 
consequently increases. As a critical amount of Th for 
inhibition of the phase change is exceeded, the Th addition 
will have a little effect on T_. Further Th additions will c 
decrease the value. The effect of Th addition on T^  in the 
metastable bcc phase is shown in Fig. 17. With a smaller % 
value, i. e. with fewer vacancies, the substitution of Th for 
La degrades the T^  value rapidly, with initial Th 
concentrations. With a larger x value, e. g. x • 1.360, the 
Th addition up to 3 % increases the value slightly. It is 
expected that the further Th addition will decrease the 
value. The shape of the curves is thought to be due to two 
competing effects.** The increase in is due to the 
availability of a larger number of conduction electrons as Th 
is substituted for La. The decrease in is due to the 
replacement of La by Th i4»ich disrupts the superconducting 
chains of La atoms. The latter effect probably becomes more 
pronounced at smaller x and y values. At a larger x value, e. 
g. X » 1.360, the former effect probably becomes more 
pronounced. The effect of Th additions on if and Hg^ (O) values 
in the metastable bcc phase follows more or less the trend as 
the effect on The values in the Th alloys follow the 
Mathiessen's rule for a dilute alloy. 
As seen in Figs. 14(b) and 16(b), the maxim» in and 
the inhibition of the transformation for ^ ^^ .333 at » 
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change in the electron concentration of about 0.013 
electrons/atom (LaS^  ggg tranaformm while 1^ .97^ .03^ 1.333 
does not). Ai % increases toward the inhibition occurs at 
a smaller change in the electron concentration. 
The LatSi.ySey)^  alloy system was examined to see i^ ether 
the La-la separation influences the and to some extent. 
The lattice parameters of the three LaCSj^ .^ Se^ )^  alloys listed 
in Table 3 follow the Vegard's law for a solid solution 
system. As seen in Fig. 32 for x • 1.358 alloy, the 
replacement of 10 % of Se for S stabilises the bee phase. 
This substitution has little or no effect on T^ , as expected 
for X close to x^ , but increases y and Hg^ (O) to values, which 
are larger than either bet LaS^  ggg or bet taSe^  In the 
stable or metastable bee phase as shown in Fig. 33, the 
pseudobinary alloy has lower T^  value than the corresponding 
binary alloys. Also, the data point lies below the 
interpolated line drawn from two end binary alloys. Since the 
Tg dependence does not interpolate between the binary sulfides 
and selenides, the La-La separation is not the sole parameter 
in determining the T^  value. 
The values of x, 11(0), AC/yT^ , D(t), H^ (0) and k  have 
been calculated from the heat capacity results and it is found 
that the values of A, MiO), 2A(0>/kT^  and H^ fO) reach maximum 
values at x^  for the selenides. The effect of Tb additions on 
the magnitude of these values follows the same trend ae the 
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effect on y» and Hg^ fO). The high values of 
26(0)/kTg and k in the aelenides and sulfides as compared to 
the BCS prediction of 1.43, 3.53 and 0.71 for a weak-coupling 
type-I superconductor make them high field strong-coupling 
type-II superconductors. 
B. Related Phase Transformation in Other Superconductors 
The high density of state, N<0), is important for 
superconductivity in La-chalcogenides. It is thought that the 
Fermi level is located in the narrow Sd hand. The maximum 
N(0) value is found at the of the phase transformation. 
Further increasing of the NCO) induces the d-band instability 
such that the conduction electrons are redistributed in the 
tetragonal phase to lower the free energy and the density of 
state is also reduced,The drop of the Pauli susceptibility 
on cooling^  ^as the phase change occurs indicates a lower 
conduction electron concentration in the bet phase. 
The nature of the phase transformations in the sulfide 
and selenide systems is similar to the one in A-15 high T^  
5X S2 
superconductors. ' They both transform from the cubic to 
the tetragonal phase and have anomalies in the Pauli 
susceptibilities and the softenings of the phonon modes in 
some directions at low temperatures for the bet alloys. The 
band Jahn-Teller model®^ '®^  has been proposed to explain the 
phase transformations in these systems. In this model, a 
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doubly dégénérât# electronic band is coupled to the shear mode 
of the cubic lattice by electron-phonon interaction. 
Exceeding the coupling limit, the doubly degenerate band is 
split and lattice distorts into the tetragonal phase. A 
recent paper published by K. Hesterholt for the phase 
transformation in ta^ S^  and La^ Se* supports this model based 
on the magnetic field dependence of the T^ . The difference in 
phase transformation temperatures in 0 and 9 T is about 
0.4510.1 K for La^ Se^ . Ford et al..^ * based on the phonon 
softening, a small c/a ratio and no multiplication of the unit 
cell edges, has suggested the transformation maybe elastic in 
nature. It could be that both electronic term and lattice 
strain are responsible for the transformation. Due to 
complicated crystal structure, the band structure has not been 
solved. It is hoped that good quality single crystals and 
experimental data on the materials will assist the theorists 
for such calculations, 
C. Comparison with the Published Results 
The comparison of our selenide data wiW% the published 
results with respect to the ^^ 3-5,9,10 4^ 
values is shown in Fig. 34. The agreement of the magnitude of 
these values is quite good. For "La^ Se^ " with known T|| values 
between 60 to 65 K, the reported 7^  valuesf'*'^  are almost the 
same (7.4 to 7.8 K) and agree with our results on LaSe^  3^ .^ 
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However, since our LmSe^  or alloys with % close to 
1.333 always contain a second phase of LaSe or LaS, we believe 
that the results published on "La^ Se^ " alloys are also off 
stoichiometry. From Fig. 14(a), their alloys must have the 
compositions between 1.346 and 1.348. The difficulty in 
obtaining the perfectly stochiometric La^ Se* probably is 
because the minimum vapor pressure of the system lies at a 
sulfur-rich composition of x > 1.333. Furthermore, because 
the Tg of the bee laSe^  phase has a strong compositional 
dependence, the vapor pressure minimum probably lies between 
1.333 and the x^ . Ref. 16 reported the similar behavior in 
the LaSy alloys. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 
The lantluinun melenid## and paeudobinary aulfide# have 
be#n ttudicd to invamtlgat# th# Influane# of th# hcc to 
totragonal phaa# tranaforaatlon on th#ir lupcrconductlng 
proporti##. It was found that th# supprssslon of this phas# 
transformation improv## th# superconducting prop#rti#s. Th# 
suppr#ssion is accomplished in this study hy alloying with Th 
or substitution of 8 be Se. 
From the thermodynamic calculations, the values of 
AC/^ g, and k have been estimated. The high values of 
AC/ifTg indicate that the alloys studied in this work are 
st r o n g - c o u p l i n g .  T h e  h i g h  m a g n i t u d e  o f  t h e  a n d  k  
values shows that the materials are type-II superctmductors. 
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IX. APPENDIX 
A. CRT Calibration 
The constants A^ 's in Eq. (3-1) for H * 0.00 T are listed 
rowwise. 
For temperatures between 0.8 and 6.5 K * 
0.79348255211S60D 03 -0.94587999097780D 03 
0.49621935418460D 03 -0.149944219980600 03 
0.287929500933900 02 -0.364933006388100 01 
0.305694634772400 00 -0.163371111542800-01 
0.505868131068200-03 -0.691919453505400-05 
For temperatures between 4.0 and 21 X t 
0.544468929257300 02 -0.106129813517300 03 
0.952898720938600 02 -0.483179266907700 02 
0.153330543834900 02 -0.318654128279000 01 
0.436848601379400 00 -0.382996561056700-01 
0.195516362532500-02 -0.443460625382100-04 
The constants a^ 's in Eq. (3-2) for T vs. CAP are listed 
rowwise. 
For temperatures between 1.5 and 5.1 X t 
-0.346734320928210 04 0.466903334243420 00 
-0.210789141573290-04 0.319383533987040-09 
For temperatures between 4.0 and 8.0 X t 
0.604598917769280 02 -0.833212982625990-02 
0.26-292218489300-06 
For temperatures between 7.0 and 20.2 X t 
0.193373737844060 04 -0.975402852982360-01 
-0.156485657148250-04 0.155597478992350-08 
-0.492152896770190-13 0.533722987492430-18 
The constants b^ 's in Bq. (3-3) for CAP vs. T are listed 
rowwise. 
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For temperatures between 1.5 and 5.1 K t 
0.21246559359635D 05 -0.17232426806493D 00 
0.166235910S6978D 03 -0.426461916S7926D 02 
0.53820855078216D 01 -0.27651570353163D 00 
For temperatures between 4.0 and 8.0 K t 
0.20911262784975D 05 0.377S8730044496D 03 
-0.104363337928250 02 0.25883094141508D 00 
For temperatures between 7.0 and 20.2 X t 
0.210S06417905680 05 0.30925149934529D 03 
0.29452638383792D 01 -0.1063S8167068100 01 
0.654815324*11740-01 -0.121923113727090-02 
The constants B^ 's (derived in the same manner as A^ 's in 
Eq. (3-1)) in magnetic fields are listed rowwise. 
H * 2.50 T, for temperatures between 1.6 and 6.5 K t 
0.481094837221460 04 -0.520798619427620 04 
0.245296211962510 04 -0.656079366120540 03 
0.108980566026810 03 -0.115129510216060 02 
0.755415353959430 00 -0.281471840562810-01 
0.455980493580860-03 
H * 2.50 T, for temperatures between 4.0 and 21 K t 
-0.176186335716680 03 0.279438489410890 03 
-0.188691562129460 03 0.726195840578180 02 
-0.174844406605280 02 0.269856295242640 01 
-0.260677684255910 00 0.143969881032660-01 
-0.347623773024270-03 
H * 5.39 T. for temperatures between 1.6 and 6.5 K t 
0.215522144104020 04 -0.229548134248790 04 
0.106366100288600 04 -0.279673817782500 03 
0.456426179777910 02 -0.473601949115250 01 
0.305240285662430 00 -0.111760041307220-01 
0.178032337674810-03 
H » 5.39 T, for temperatures between 4.0 and 21 K ; 
0.73856504097253D 02 -0.119380057837210 03 
0.878197287999460 02 -0.362853469826410 02 
0.917907369879820 01 -0.145815665559980 01 
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0.1423375S4950620 00 -0.782286364230290-02 
0.18574294968634D-03 
H « 7.62 T, for t#mp#rmture# between 1.6 and 6.5 X t 
0.26S15993339216D 04 -0.27219288089011D 04 
0.121567467147950 04 -0.308154379192260 03 
0.484871841493740 02 -0.485041588150140 01 
0.301318987549180 00 -0.106304545270530-01 
0.163104271369780-03 
H • 7.62 T, for teaperaturee between 4.0 and 21 X t 
0.129177488115700 03 -0.200425371779180 03 
0.139146644366720 03 -0.546341474356700 02 
0.132279596318430 02 -0.202233068375830 01 
0.190735306285000 00 -0.101537308292760-01 
0.233802061217060-03 
H m 9.98 T» for temperature# between 1.6 and 6.5 X t 
0.215426037679870 04 -0.207091515981380 04 
0.867002658378930 03 -0.206078973081170 03 
0.304032084042130 02 -0.285044039662610 01 
0.165833661800000 00 -0.547327394441190-02 
0.784525723132540-04 
H « 9.98 T, for temperature# between 4.0 and 21 K t 
••0.263883633028880 03 0.394926390706890 03 
-0.251826308924000 03 0.907689554160990 02 
-0.202693162759350 02 0.287373311754120 01 
-0.252782052368890 00 0.126196004450800-01 
-0.273850884665360-03 
B. Heat Capacities of Cu and the Revised Addenda 
The y and ^  values fro# first heat capacity measurement 
of the Cu-reference standard were obtained by a least-squares 
fitting of the normal state data in five fields and are listed 
below. 
y » 0.8068 mJ/(9-atom k'> 
% » 354.58 K. 
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The ptibliahed values for Cu are t 
y • 0.689 - 0.699 i^/Cg-aton K*) 
Op - 343 - 349 K. 
The coefficients in the Cu-reference equation (Eq. 
(3-8)) in units of mJ/(g-ato* K) are listed rowwise. 
6.9434 X lO'J 4.7548 X lO"?. 1.6314 x lO"* 
9.4786 X 10"® -1.3639 x 10 1* 9.3898 x 10 
The coefficients in Eq. (3-7a) for the revised addenda 
are listed rowwise. 
H • 0.00 T« for temperatures between 1.4 to 3.0 X t 
-0.878766617704406D 01 0.1S0637731979944D 02 
-0.100227747625682D 02 0.33167S480844580D 01 
-0.5449897362793900 00 0.3546177659934311)-01 
H • 0.00 T# for temperatures between 1.7 to 2.8 K ; 
0.1474606534792380 01 -0.1216787627461200 01 
0.4637826479446670 00 -0.8472712732507910-01 
0.7556385413109220-02 -0.2635755800745870-03 
H • 0.00 T, for temperatures between 2.0 to 5.0 X t 
0.1720130173109900 00 0.2976139235205420-01 
-0.1811674896151270-02 0.1704909873747470-03 
-0.7100517460375500-05 0.1083912217002200-06 
H • 0.00 T« for temperatures between 3.5 to 9.0 K * 
0.1700389652525220 00 0.2342746865971130-01 
-0.9499038669205250-04 0.3035475552374540-05 
-0.4290059252090700-07 0.2073973309938990-09 
H • 0.00 T, for temperatures between 7.0 to 20.0 K t 
0.1913119515799040-01 0.2838931649492310-01 
-0.8463094051449750-04 0.4034048909082330-06 
-0.9683897540958920-09 0.9069909734446290-12 
H ** 2.50 T, for temperatures between 1.3 to 2.0 K t 
0.4654664063668120 01 -0.9108565677563680 01 
0.6959704978447120 01 -0.2522353475196600 01 
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0.440550949759021D 00 -0.2993032745421480-01 
H • 3.50 T, for temp#ratur## between 1.7 to 3.8 K 
-0.181530141013730D 00 0.459643493783591D 00 
-0.180144357481286D 00 0.339603204591079D-01 
-0.3028586765449220-02 0.1040327202058220-03 
H « 2.50 T» for temperature# between 2.0 to 5.0 K 
0.2244106155180610 00 0.2621363610427190-02 
0.3130796645463440-02 -0.2281525400500190-03 
0.7377797769367930-05 -0.8636390321215330-07 
H • 2.50 T, for temperatures between 3.5 to 9.0 X 
0.2508349503153520 00 0.1233960551220170-01 
0.4091440052170450-03 -0.7811539326897910-05 
0.6410007739577530-07 -0.1820033011579610-09 
H " 3.50 T, for temperatures between 7.0 to 30.0 K 
0.3916913583954690 00 0.1774603117151590-01 
0.4697708383850480-04 -0.3140438007993860-06 
0.7774957784996360-09 -0.6463311805553990-13 
H • 5.39 T» for temperatures between 1.4 to 3.0 X 
0.5343613105549740 03 -0.8344415003153430 03 
0.5314976357500890 03 -0.1633647897395870 03 
0.3514005361379870 01 -0.1551573309830370 00 
H * 5 39 Tr for temperatures between 1.7 to 3.8 K 
-0.1633983577067540 01 0.3039950509973430 01 
-0.8506500845747900 00 0.1734549497197880 00 
-0.1713588519935610-01 0.6570599548653630-03 
H » 5.39 T, for temperatures between 3.0 to 5.0 X 
0.3230514825534680 00 0.6881029590738510-03 
0.1844973500944510-03 -0.8903040771883390-04 
0.1360441056471910-05 0.3913088631934700-08 
H » 5.39 T, for temperatures between 3.5 to 9.0 K 
0.3966943501391560 00 0.5435107338470960-02 
0.8106916433120820-03 -0.1785964748158410-04 
0.1817604955675210-06 -0.7098409383715940-09 
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H « 5.39 T» for temperature# between 7.0 to 20.0 K 
0.1698092192664800 00 0.2278783010S26350-01 
-0.168915526725253D-04 0.546257256768904D-07 
-0.153489447206733D-09 0.2066147490446670-12 
H • 7.62 T, for temperature# between 1.4 to 2.0 K 
0.3883163208174430 02 -0.5837177009586890 02 
0.3524194587184170 02 -0.1062819177674030 02 
0.1602342143550400 01 -0.9661301295917410-01 
H • 7.62 T» for temperature# between 1.7 to 2.8 K 
-0.4502680016229170 01 0.4731088974534750 01 
-0.1827378104876230 01 0.3415931154706280 00 
-0.3064930594754600-01 0.1054903870188350-02 
H • 7.62 T, for temperature# between 2.0 to 5.0 X 
0.2423542332629720 00 0.2297684986642070-02 
0.1933886170035260-02 -0.3126875532312610-04 
-0.3084702910507520-05 0.9472161925805310-07 
H • 7.62 T, for temperature# between 3.5 to 9.0 X 
0.3691895493362280 00 -0.2942322380218370-02 
0.1175274491892320-02 -0.2383431681852030-04 
0.2162174732381250-06 -0.7246159501605070-09 
H » 7.62 Tf for temperature# between 7.0 to 20.0 K 
0.4805328296147840 00 0.1253109477666480-01 
0.1077764076849460-03 -0.5710088178136400-06 
0.1230275176761590-08 -0.9395731339057500-12 
H » 9.98 Tf for temperature# between 1.3 to 2.0 X 
-0.8904642168911850 00 0.1999517625720810 01 
-0.1694834967717880 01 0.7295332770900750 00 
-0.1507652251934040 00 0.1193047296542940-01 
H » 9.98 for temperature# between 1.7 to 2.8 K 
-0.9558886336684060 00 0.9389273491845390 00 
-0.2716621588361420 00 0.3661623767542690-01 
-0.2159682717985790-02 0.3886647634231450-04 
H » 9.98 T, for temperature# between 2.0 to 5.0 X 
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0.371809876132130D 00 -0.62907957S7S1200D-01 
0.140442590712969D-01 -0.1091093952972920-02 
0.3976440450654880-04 -0.5500453778435970-06 
H • 9.98 T, for t#*p#r&tur## b#twe#n 3.5 to 9.0 K t 
0.1768040880916850 00 0.2592528619925030-01 
-0.4752771533374170-03 0.1638090397629060-04 
-0.2340387610283350-06 0.1161065286573690-08 
H • 9.98 T» for t#mp#r#tur#m b#twe#n 7.0 to 20.0 X t 
0.2581774992154790 00 0.2215727231973770-01 
-0.7269212425001840-04 0.5785651485732000-06 
-0.1815961548382820-08 0.1899689740885460-11 
